Criteria of Radiation Safety Using the Neural Intelligence Systems in Electric Circuit Modeling in Gamma Camera
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Abstract

This study was undertaken to evaluate the criteria of radiation safety during nuclear imaging process with Gamma camera by using neural intelligence systems integrated with electrical circuit of Gamma camera, (DICOM – MATLAB integration systems. In this study we are used the 40 uCi of Tc-99 m point source for calibration gamma camera, also used thallium activated sodium iodide (NaI(Tl) crystal as the radiation detector, which is viewed by an array of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) in gamma camera . In this study we are used A Jaczack phantom with 6 fillable sphere for processing of imaging with calibrated under minimal low doses effect. The characteristic factors ratio were measured against standard ratio for machine of gamma camera, standardized uptake value (SUV), point spread function (PSF), signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) were measured according to NEMA standard. SUV for image reconstructions proceeding with DICOM–MATLAB systems revealed high resolution with high ratio for SUV max, also PSF and SNRs for image reconstructions proceeding with DICOM – MATLAB recorded high quality image reconstructions under circumstances of low doses form radioisotope Tc-99 m. On the other hand data revealed during the process of operation system with DICOM- MATLAB system, quality image and low dose, short time of exposure and all radiation safety criteria were achieved under radiation safety requirements for nuclear imaging.
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Introduction

The radiation protection requirements on justification of a practice, dose limitation and optimization of protection, and the use of dose constraints apply to radiotherapy and radio and nuclear imaging. The principles of radiation safety criteria as applied to occupational and public exposure and to medical exposure. Dose limits do apply to medical exposure and relevant for the control of potential exposures [1]. Most diagnostic procedures with 99mTc for gamma camera machines need to justifications with radiation safety standard. Regarding to BSS safety report series No. 40 [2], The Nuclear medicine equipment and the related auxiliaries and devices shall comply with all acceptability criteria during the use of equipment [3].

Artificial Intelligence has proved to yield promising results in digital image processing and analysis when missing, ambiguous or distorted data is available. Decision support systems, Neural Networks, DICOM systems, MATLAB systems are able to cope with ambiguous, uncertain, conflicting, complementary, imprecise and redundant information, like that occurring in biomedical imaging domain, in order to provide a more accurate and less uncertain interpretation [4,5].

Image registration is the process of transforming different sets of data into one coordinate system. Registration is necessary to enable the comparison, integration and fusion of images from different measurements, which may be taken at different points in time from the same modality or obtained from the different modalities in gamma camera [6,7]. Non rigid registration of medical images can also be used to register a patient’s data to an anatomical atlas [8]. Medical image registration is pre-processing step for many medical imaging applications and can have a strong influence on the result of subsequent segmentation and edge detection [9,10]. This artificial intelligence facilities have the power to support the quality imaging, and also can be considered one of the technical safety criteria during the nuclear imaging processes [11,12].

An electrical model of with a preamplifier circuit coupled to synchronizing with a scintillator of gamma camera will developed to simulate another signal having slightly different shape by simply adjusting a few parameter values [13,14]. The developed model such as DICOM will be enhancement the quality performance of electrical circuit for control in scintillator of gamma camera, also the DICOM and neural intelligence systems act as a power for improvement the quantum efficiency of the photocathode of the PMT [15].

Aim

During the processing of radiation safety for gamma camera equipment’s we are needs to use all facilities to improvement and supports the radiation safety systems during diagnostic with nuclear imaging. The target of this study is to use the Neural Intelligence Systems ( NIS) DICOM-MATLAB collaborated with electrical gamma camera circuits during imaging process, this techniques were lead to improvement quality imaging, image reconstruction, image restoration (Including de-noise and enhancement) – short time for radiation exposures, low doses for radio isotopes during radio diagnostics. The previous technical criteria were settled as technical radiation safety criteria during nuclear imaging process [16].
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Materials and Methods

The gamma camera system and accessories installed at the Nuclear Medicine Department of Moscow university Hospital, Moscow (Russia) consisted of a thin but large area thallium activated sodium iodide (NaI(Tl)) crystal as the radiation detector, which is viewed by an array of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). This gamma camera (NaI(Tl)) crystal thickness: (9.5 mm) is completely digital in the sense that the output of each photomultiplier tube is directly digitized by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). In standardized experimental protocol for measuring gamma camera performance, based on the recommendations of the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) [17]. The hand-held gamma camera consists of a thick hexagonal parallel hole collimator with 1.3 mm hole size and 0.2 mm septa (5) coupled to a 2929 pixelated NaI (TI) scintillation crystal array with an individual crystal size and 1.7 mm pitch coupled to a flat panel, multi-anode Hamamatsu H8500 Position Sensitive Photomultiplier (PSPM) [18].

Techniques and Methods

Obtain approximately 40uCi of Tc-99m in a point source configuration (activity in a volume of ICC or less is acceptable). Carefully assay the source, in a calibrated dose calibrator recording the activity and the time of calibration. Suspend the source at least five crystal diameters from the detector and on the detector central axis. Measure the distance carefully and record. Center the photo peak in a 15% or 20% window, whichever is to be used clinically. (Most manufacturers’ specifications are measured with a 20% window). The slit was placed directly on the camera entrance window at a slight angle (slant ratio ~4-8). A Tc-99m point source was placed directly above the slit at a distance of ~ 1 meter such that it uniformly flooded the detector surface. The intrinsic uniformity of the system was measured and the integral and differential uniformity for standardized uptake value (SUV), point spread function (PSF), signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) manufacturers’ specifications are measured with a 20% window). The slit was place directly on the camera entrance window at a slight angle (slant ratio ~4-8). A Tc-99m point source was placed directly above the slit at a distance of ~ 1 meter such that it uniformly flooded the detector surface. The intrinsic uniformity of the system was measured and the integral and differential uniformity for standardized uptake value (SUV), point spread function (PSF), signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) were measured according to (NEMA, 2001) [19]. Two intrinsic flood fields were acquired. One with 200 million counts and other with 10 million counts. The point source activity was 15 Ci and a matrix size of 1024 × 1024 pixels was used. The slit was slightly angled with respect to the pixel columns of the array so that the line input fell at various locations with respect to the crystal centers. Profiles were then obtained along the length of the slit image. Intrinsic count rate performance in air: Radiation source consisting of 99mTc with activity of 25 mCi was placed directly above the slit at a distance of ~ 1 meter such that it uniformly flooded the detector surface. The intrinsic uniformity of the system was measured and the integral and differential uniformity for standardized uptake value (SUV), point spread function (PSF), signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) were measured according to (NEMA, 2001) [19]. Two intrinsic flood fields were acquired. One with 200 million counts and other with 10 million counts. The point source activity was 15 Ci and a matrix size of 1024 × 1024 pixels was used. The slit was slightly angled with respect to the pixel columns of the array so that the line input fell at various locations with respect to the crystal centers. Profiles were then obtained along the length of the slit image. Intrinsic count rate performance in air: Radiation source consisting of 99mTc with activity of 25 mCi was used. Counts for a preset time of 20 sec using a 128 × 128 matrix size were acquired using the Copper sheet attenuation method. Intrinsic energy resolution: A 99mTc point source was used. An image was acquired at a preset count using a matrix size of 1024 × 1024 pixel. A Jaszczak cylindrical phantom with 6 fillable sphere was used in the study. The Jaszczak cylindrical phantom weighed 8.3 kg and manufactured from polymethylmethacrylate hot material with the hot spheres having inner diameter of 9.89, 12.43, 15.43, 19.79, 24.82 and 31.27 mm. Events are binned to individual crystals and plotted as a function of known source location. The FWHM of the resulting trapezoid response function determines the intrinsic spatial resolution of the array. The counts in neighboring crystals give an indication of inter-crystal scatter, light diffusion, and unrelated background events Figure 1 [20].

Results and Discussion

Table 1 revealed SUV before processing with DICOM and MATLAB. The SUV1 to SUV6 recorded 6.95%, 6.93%, 5.69%, 5.01, 4.33% and 2.9% respectively. On the other hand SUV form 1 to 6 were recorded high mean ratio at 8.21%, 8.13%, 7.75%, 6.85%, 5.97% and 4.35% respectively. Table 1 and Figure 2A-C also revealed the sphere diameter for SUV before processing with DICOM and MATLAB recorded 16.82, 15.36, 14.27, 9.88, 5.75 and 3.28 mm respectively. On the other hand SUV sphere diameter after processing with DICOM and MATLAB recorded with higher diameter than SUV before processing with DICOM and MATLAB. The previous data was confirmed to Hint [21], where suggest the computational models such as support vector machines, multivariate logistic regression, and artificial neural networks have correctly image reconstructions with high accuracy.

Results of Point spread function (PSF) are shown in Table 2. The PSF Mean Ratio before processing with DICOM and MATLAB were recorded 22.35 %, 20.63, 18.69, 16.54, 14.75 and 11.82% respectively. On the other hand PSF ratio recorded high mean ratio after processing with DICOM and MATLAB recorded 33.25%, 28.64, 25.47, 24.86, 20.14 and 16.28% respectively. The sphere diameter for PSF–DICOM and MATLAB recorded highest level than PSF without DICOM and MATLAB, where recorded 18.22 mm, 16.35, 13.47, 10.89, 7.96, 5.46 mm respectively. Figure 3A–C revealed simulated image reconstruction after and before DICOM- MATLAB processing. The enhanced for PSF factor parallel efficiency the gamma camera system.

| Table 1: Standardized uptake value SUV ratio before and after processing with DICOM Resolution neural network and MATLAB resolution. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUV NO</th>
<th>SUV Mean Ratio%</th>
<th>Sphere Diameter/mm</th>
<th>SUV Mean Ratio%</th>
<th>Sphere Diameter/mm</th>
<th>DICOM resolution Ratio %</th>
<th>MATLAB resolution Ratio %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUV1</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>16.82</td>
<td>8.21</td>
<td>24.80</td>
<td>13.67</td>
<td>8.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUV2</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td>15.36</td>
<td>8.13</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>10.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUV3</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>14.27</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>10.75</td>
<td>8.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUV4</td>
<td>5.01</td>
<td>9.88</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>5.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUV5</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>5.97</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUV6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with SUV factor led to for the obtain high image quality at low doses from radioisotope compounds, also decreasing time of exposures during processing imaging with Gamma Camera. The quality of the evaluation of imaging with Gamma Camera is affected by the measuring equipment values for action levels for PSF and SUV [22]. The manufacturers of Gamma Camera should be to implement the quality assurance system regarding to PSF and SUV with DICOM – MATLAB processing systems [23]. This criteria for quality and assurance described in the amended guideline on radiological protection in the nuclear medicine [24]. During the acceptance test, intensive measurements are performed on the basis of technical norms and recognized standards, such as NEMA publications or IAEA “Tecdocs [25].

Results of Signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) are shown in Table 3. SNRs mean ratio before DICOM and MATLAB processing recorded higher levels than SNRs were proceeds with DICOM and MATLAB. The PSF and SUV (point spread function) recorded lower diameter than SNRs without DICOM – MATLAB systems 3.44 mm, 2.88 mm, 2.63 mm, 2.32 mm, 1.22 mm and 1.18 mm respectively. The resolution ratio for image reconstruction with DICOM- MATLAB in Gamma Camera at 40 uCi of Tc-99m recorded high ratio for SNRs from 1 to 6(88.36%, 64.36%), (62.55%, 58.74%), (85.33%, 58.74%), (78.96%, 55.18%), (72.82%, 54.38%) and (71.35%, 52.48%) respectively. Figure 4A-C, revealed simulated image reconstruction after and before DICOM-MATLAB processing. This data conformed to Groch 2001 [26], who suggests that factors which affect the noise of silicon photomultipliers include dark counts, after pulse and optical cross talk. Thermally generated electron hole pairs within the bulk or the surface depleted region at the junction produces a leakage current resulting in dark counts at PMT in Gamma camera during process of nuclear imaging. The contribution of dark current below the breakdown voltage increases linearly with the bias voltage as a result of surface leakage current for electrical circuit [27]. In this study many factors were affected on criteria of radiation safety during processing of imaging with Gamma camera and reaching optimal quality assurance. Many relationships and paralleled factors during processing of imaging should be taking in consideration for radiation safety standard during nuclear imaging. The results in Figures 5 and 6 showed relationships between SUV and PSF iteration number, recorded the SUV and PSF high level ratio in iteration PSF 9 and PSF iteration 6. These results were contribute to the processing with DICOM – MATLAB during Gamma camera imaging, on the other hand enhanced Gamma camera machine from basic of electrical network circuits and integrated systems of neural network intelligence systems [28]. There are many factors that needed to be considered in the gamma camera detector design. A small field of view gamma camera will serve as a prototype for a large area detector. Ideally, our imaging system would possess high energy and spatial resolution while remaining cost effective. As the size of segmented crystals decreases, intrinsic spatial resolution of the detector increases [29]. Figure 7 illustrates the results of the relationship between SUV (Standardized uptake value) and sphere diameter for imaging at standard quality machine of Gamma camera without processing DICOM – MATLAB system. The SUV max recorded high ratio with sphere diameter 11 mm with percent 27.5% at standard sphere diameter 12.6 mm. On the other hand Figures 8 and 9 illustrates the results of the relationship between sphere diameter and SNRs (single to noise ratios) and sphere diameter of image at 3 and 6 and 9 regulations. The standard sphere diameter 2 mm recorded high level ratio with 9 regulations 20.5%. On the other hand standard sphere diameter 12 mm recorded low level with 3 regulations 10.2%. Regarding Figure 9 illustrates the results of the relationship between SNRs (single to noise ratios) and SUV (point spread function). The SUV regulation 9 with sphere diameter 12 mm recorded high ratio with SNRs 10.2%. On the other hand SUV regulation 2 with sphere diameter 12 recorded moderate ratio 6.8%. These results were conformed with Muntean, 2017 [30] who suggests that the gamma camera was...
simulated in MATLAB - DICOM neural intelligence systems using crystal geometries for reconstructed images and energy spectrums to determine the optimal parameters. The simulation consists of several parts: generating a simulated source, modelling the detector response, and image reconstruction [31]. In addition, the quantum efficiency and three factors SUV, PSF and SNRs were modelled into the Simulation: intrinsic scintillator noise, dark and SiPM noise. First, the two dimensional source is created by generating a large number of random events representing the true interaction locations with a user defined energy. The size of the detector and the crystal geometry are specified.

Intrinsic scintillator noise arises from electron trapping and thermally generated electron hole pairs during imaging with Gamma camera and used radioisotopes at low doses [32].

**Conclusion**

An optimal quality and assurance for machines used in nuclear imaging should be apply to criteria of radiation safety and requirements of technical safety standard for methods and techniques during process of imaging. Used integration systems with electrical circuits in Gamma...
camera machines lead to enhance and support the quality imaging and facilitates the images reconstructions. In order to use the DICOM – MATLAB neural intelligence systems, the process of imaging and used radioisotopes covered with safety precautions and safety standard. The characteristics factors which effect for proceeding of imaging with Gamma camera SUV, PSF and SNRs, these factors playing an important roles during imaging for reaching with high quality image with low dose from radioisotopes.
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